Weekly Note (2b)
Week 3

Literacy: We are going to
Plurals, There and their, Punctuation, Embedded clauses
Thinking skills comprehension
Talking and listening – balloon debate preparation
Vocabulary activities
Concentration tasks

Numeracy: We are going to
Mental Arithmetic (identify the key words in question)
Count, understand, order and use negative numbers
Introduce the kilometre
Appreciate relationship between m and km
Calculate the perimeter of simple shapes
Thinking Skills and problem solving
Mathletics:
Area – hectares and square kilometres Yr6 Pge28
Interactive – Length, Perimeter & Area: Area of shapes
Number Facts:
Monday 13.3.17
Tuesday 14.3.17
Wednesday 15.3.17
120mm = 12cm
12cm = 120mm
What is the perimeter of the following rectangles?
200mm = 20am
13cm = 130mm
Be careful!
70m = 7000cm
1000cm = 10m
2cm x 3mm = cm
3m x 40cm - cm
25m = 2500cm
1500cm = 15m
10m x 40cm = cm
5cm x 5 cm = cm
2.75km = 2750m
1050m = 1.05km
15m x 500cm = m What was the tricky part?

Other Areas this week…
World Around Us: Household inventions, electricity and a comparison of life in two Peruvian
villages focusing on electricity provision. (Global Learning)

P.E.: Netball and swimming
PDMU: To introduce the children to the concept of identity
ICT: Working on preparation for recording Inventors interview on iPads & carrying out
relevant research about chosen inventor.

Notes for Parents
Wednesday 14th March 2:30-3pm there will be a meeting for all parents regarding our trip to
Ganaway. Important information will be given at this meeting with regards activities, equipment
needed, timings, expectations etc…
Reminder that school is closed for pupils on Monday 19th March.
Pupils should meet at the front door of Ganaway at 9.15am on Wednesday 21stMarch and collected at
1.30pm, in the same place, on Friday 23rd March.
Many thanks

Mrs McChesney

gmcchesney153@c2kni.net

